7.3.1 Q lM
Describe/Explain the performance of the institution in one area distinctive to its vision, priority
and thrust Upload a description of the institutional performance in one area distinctive to its
vision, priority and thrust in not more than 1000 words

The establishment of the Sir Visvesvaraya Institute of Technology symbolizes the ascendance
of plateau of achievement of academic excellence, in dissemination of quality education from
pre-primary to collegiate level by Pravara Rural Education Society, ensconced at Loni, by Late
Padmashri Dr. Vitthalrao Vikhe Patil .sir Visvesvaraya institute of technology is committed to
usher in socio - economic transformation by providing inclusive innovative quality education
of global standards to fully meet the expectations of the stake holders as initiated by the
founding fathers. To recruit and retain well qualified motivated faculty and staff and provide
adequate infrastructure, equipment and machinery. To provide amenities and sports facilities
in harmony with nature. Industry institute interaction to provide adequate exposure to the
students to the world of work. Enrich library and provide latest teaching gadgets and process
to promote effective teaching, learning. To provide holistic value based education and inculcate
entrepreunal abilities so that the students are well groomed in knowledge, skills and values to
have the ability to face the challenges of the corporate world and life.
Silent features of institute:


Institute provided inclusive technical education so that a deserving student is not denied
an opportunity for technical education solely on socio economic constraints.



Institute provided holistic education to develop skills, knowledge and values through
well-structured curriculum and instructions.



Made students readily acceptable to the corporate world and promote entrepreneurship.



The academic vigilance Committee headed by the Head of Departments.



Disciplinary Committee to look into the in disciplinary Acts & Ragging.



Power backup given on the campus.



The student NSS wing is active in order to imbibe strong Social values in our students.



The institute takes conscious efforts to create awareness about energy conservation and
renewable energy usage among students. Solar panels are used in the hostel and the
college campus.



Institute is friendly for Differently Abled.



Significant career guidance programs arranged by institute to guide rural area students
by arranging campaigns nearby villages.



Round the clock internet connectivity through dedicated 40 mbps Lease Line.



Various Social events carried out for enrichment of students.



Pravara scholarship is provided to economical backward students.



Mentoring scheme has developed systematic road map for improving the different
aspects of personality developments, Communication Skill, Presentation Skill, Team
Work, leadership qualities, resume writing, etc. and make them ready to face the
challenges in industry.



Departmental Associations are established for student development.



A National SVIT-TECHFEST and Project Exhibition, organized by the institute from
last two years is intended to give students a stepping-stone for entering into the
engineering industry.



Bus facility is provided for staff and students. Total 12 buses are available from various
locations.



Internal complaint committee has established to prevent sexual harassment.



Institute provided students prerequisite training for building and developing
competencies for the placement.



Various personality development programs and health check-up camps are conducted
under women’s development committee.



Institute has provided career development services to students with respect to higher
Education, opportunities for growth.



Institute has provided user Education and References Service to the teachers in order to
maximize the use of the resource of the Library.

